SUMMER READING CLUB 2020
IMAGINE YOUR STORY
RECOMMENDED BOOKS FOR EARLY READERS

ROYALTY

JPB ANTONY The Queen’s Hat
JPB AUCH The Princess and the Pizza
JPB HOLM The Evil Princess vs. the Brave Knight
JPB KLOSTERMANN A Cooked-Up Fairy Tale
JPB KLOSTERMANN There Was an Old Dragon Who Swallowed a Knight
JPB WOOLLARD The Dragon and the Nibblesome Knight

MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES

JPB ANSTEE No, No, Gnome!
JPB BRETT The Mermaid
JPB CLAYTON Lily the Unicorn
JPB DIPUCCHIO Dragon was Terrible
JPB DYCKMAN You Don’t Want a Unicorn
JPB IDLE Pearl
JPB KANN Aqualicious
JPB KANN Silverlicious
JPB MAYER Go Big or Go Gnome
JPB MCKELLAR Ten Magic Butterflies
JPB ROSENTHAL Uni the Unicorn
JPB RUBIN Dragons Love Tacos
JPB SHEA Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great
JPB YOUNG A Unicorn Named Sparkle

TRADITIONAL TALES

JPB ALPERIN Jack and the Beanstalk
JPB WOOLLVIN Hansel & Gretel
JPB WOOLLVIN Little Red
J 398.2 COUSINS Yummy: Eight Favorite Fairy Tales
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NEW SPINS ON CLASSIC TALES
JPB EVANS The Three Little Superpigs
JPB GEIST The Three Little Fish and the Big Bad Shark
JPB HOLUB Little Red Writing
JPB LOEWEN For Real, I Paraded in My Underpants
JPB LOEWEN Listen, My Bridge is So Cool
JPB SANTAT After the Fall
JPB SCHWARTZ Hensel and Gretel: Ninja Chicks
JPB SCHWARTZ The Three Ninja Pigs
JPB TEAGUE The Three Little Pigs & the Somewhat Bad Wolf
JPB UNDERWOOD Interstellar Cinderella
JPB UNDERWOOD Reading Beauty
JPB WILLEMS Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs

TUMBLEBOOKS
Boy Soup or When Giant Caught Cold
Burro's Tortillas
Chicken Big
Contest Between the Sun and the Wind
Isabel and the Hungry Coyote
Jack and the Beanstalk
Marsupial Sue Presents: The Runaway Pancake
Once Upon a Breath
The Paperbag Princess
Princess Justina Albertina
Rumpelstiltskin
Tops & Bottoms
Twelve Dancing Princesses
The Ugly Duckling
Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe
The Wedding
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